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Milky Way Morphology
Abstract
From our limited perspective—living on a planet that orbits one of several hundred billion stars inside the
Milky Way—the detailed structure of our home galaxy is difficult to determine. It has long been recognized
by astronomers as a typical spiral galaxy, one of countless flattened pinwheels of stars seen throughout
the universe. By mapping the distances to more than 2,400 stars, scientists have now created, with
unprecedented precision, a three-dimensional map that shows the Milky Way has a twisted shape.
[excerpt]
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Milky Way Morphology

Jan Skowron/OGLE/Astronomical Observatory, University of Warsaw

From our limited perspective—living on a planet that
orbits one of several hundred
billion stars inside the Milky
Way—the detailed structure
of our home galaxy is difficult to determine. It has
long been recognized by astronomers as a typical spiral
galaxy, one of countless flattened pinwheels of stars seen
throughout the universe. By
mapping the distances to
more than 2,400 stars, scientists have now created, with
unprecedented precision, a
three-dimensional map that
shows the Milky Way has a
twisted shape.
The map is based on
measurements from an ongoing survey called the Optical Gravitational Lensing
Experiment (OGLE), which

3D structure of the Milky
Way based on over 2,400
precisely measured
Cepheid stars

Mercury in Fish

collects repeated telescopic
images of the Milky Way.
Dorota M. Skowron and her
collaborators at the University of Warsaw searched for
objects whose brightness
varies over time. Such stars,
called Classical Cepheid
Variables, are ideally suited
to trace the contours of our
galaxy. Cepheids are luminous enough to be visible to
the outer edges of the Milky
Way and beyond, and they
vary in brightness with a distinctive rapid-rise and slowdecline over periods of one
to one hundred days, making them easy to distinguish
from a vast background population. Each Cepheid’s period of brightness variation is
proportional to the amount
of light it gives off. By comparing that to the amount of
light received on Earth, and
taking into account absorption of light by interstellar
dust, the distance of the star
can be determined to better

NOAA

ronmental changes. For example, Atlantic
cod (Gadus morhua) and spiny dogfish
Mercury, a neurotoxin that can cause cog(Squalus aranthias) both prefer to feed on
nitive deficits, is known to accumulate at
herring (Clupea harengus). In the 1970s,
increasing rates in fish as the food chain
when overfishing reduced herring populaascends. Recent regulations have reduced
global emissions of mercury, yet
Warming temperatures increased
mercury levels are not decreasing
mercury levels in Atlantic bluefin
across fish species at similar rates.
tuna ( Thunnus thynnus)
A new model shows that other factors, such as overfishing and climate
change, also affect mercury levels
in fish.
To predict different fish species’
levels of methylmercury, a form of
mercury easily absorbed and retained by organisms, a team of researchers, led by biogeochemist Amina Schartup at Harvard University,
created a “virtual ecosystem” reflecting real-life food webs in the Gulf of Maine. tions, cod started eating more lower-mercury fish, and spiny dogfish started eating
The virtual ecosystem incorporated over
more higher-mercury fish. When herring
three decades of data about environmental
populations recovered, both predators
parameters, such as seawater temperature
started eating more herring. According
and methylmercury emissions, as well as
to the virtual ecosystem model, this refactors such as each fish species’ weight,
sulted in mercury levels in cod increasing
trophic level, and preferred prey species.
by 6 to 25 percent and decreasing in spiny
This model allowed the researchers to
adjust different parameters to explain how dogfish by 25 to 38 percent from the 1970s
to the 2000s.
similar species reacted differently to envi-

than 5 percent accuracy.
In profile, the disk of our
galaxy resembles the brim
of a fedora hat, pitched
down on one side and up
on the other. Though astronomers had previously
reported warping of the galaxy through lower-precision
observations of gas, dust,
and stars, Przemek Mróz
of the OGLE collaboration
notes, “This is the first time
we can use individual objects
to trace its shape in three dimensions.” The astronomers
suggest that the distortion
may have been caused by a
past collision with a smaller
galaxy, by interactions with
clouds of interstellar gas, or
by the gravitational pull of
unseen dark matter. Further
detailed mapping of the
Milky Way, notes lead author
Skowron, may reveal more
about how spiral galaxies
form and how they change
over time. (Science)
—Laurence A. Marschall

The model also showed that changing
temperatures affect methylmercury levels
in fish. The researchers hypothesized that as
water temperatures rise, fish change their
eating habits by moving and hunting more.
The more they eat, the more
methylmercury they consume.
Atlantic bluefin tuna, for example, showed a 3.5 percent
increase in methylmercury
levels between 2012 and 2017,
despite a decrease in global anthropogenic mercury emissions
over that time. Changing water
temperatures can also cause
fish to alter their ranges, which
disrupts the food web if predators lose their typical prey and
begin eating other species.
The researchers’ model allows them not
only to explain historical changes in fishes’
methylmercury concentrations but also to
predict how various environmental changes
would affect methylmercury concentrations in the future. As senior author Elsie
Sunderland notes, “To protect ecosystems
and human health, we need to regulate both
mercury emissions and greenhouse gases.”
(Nature)
—Kati Moore
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